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Introduction
San Francisco Bay Area Chapter of the American Statistical Association is the 4th oldest Chapter in the ASA, chartered June 28, 1929.

Chapter History Detective Work

When was the chapter “born”?

What is the History of the Chapter?

Contacting Elizabeth King led to discovery of the

Chapter Constitution

A list of Chapter Presidents to 1993

This in turn led to contacting past chapter presidents.

This led to discovery of past Chapter Presidents.

mention of the chapter in JASA and TAS.

Chapter Charters Document

Recollections and Reminiscences of Past Chapter Presidents

Chapter has its own internet domain www.sfasa.org

Jerzy Neyman Seminar - 1980

Chapter has its own internet domain www.sfasa.org

Jerzy Neyman Seminar - 1980

Bay Area Chapter Other Selected Seminar Speakers

Bay Area Chapter Other Selected Seminar Speakers

Collaboration on Seminars with Local Universities

California State East Bay (formerly Cal State Hayward)

Stanford University

University of California Berkeley, and UC San Francisco

Sonoma State, San Jose State

Naval Post Graduate School

Chapter Officers

Bay Area Chapter at one time had its office at UC Berkeley

Chapter is now “virtual”

(excerpt) Bay Area Chapter Officers 1965 to Present

Bay Area Chapter Officers 1965 to Present

(excerpt) Bay Area Chapter Officers 1953 - 1965

(excerpt) Bay Area Chapter Officers 1953 - 1965

Index for Bay Area Chapter Newsletter Archive

(excerpt) Bay Area Chapter Newsletter Archive

Index for Bay Area Chapter Newsletter Archive

Next Steps

Indexing Chapter History Archive

Chapter newsletter Index

Scanned Past Chapter Newsletters

Index of Chapter Newsletters

Chapter mini-website with scanned History Materials

Archive of Paper Documents
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